Hindi Divas Samaroh 2019

News

Minister of Home Affairs Shri Amit Shah graced the Hindi Divas Samaroh 2019 as Chief Guest today at Vigyan Bhawan in New Delhi. Shri Shah said that a country that forgets its language kills its cultural existence. Language connects us to the roots of the nation. Addressing the youth of India, Shri Shah called for introspection and said that if we lose our language, we will be cut off from our culture. He asserted that the richest languages of the world belong to India. The depth of Indian languages is unparalleled, because of the equally unparalleled depth of Indian culture.

History of Hindi Diwas

• Hindi is one of the Indo-Aryan languages and the direct descendant of the Vedic Sanskrit.

• Specifically, India is a nation with lots of diversities and language is one of them. From 22 different officially recognized languages, the one Hindi to become India’s official language it was not a small feat.

• Beohar Rajendra Simha together with poets and activists like Hazari Prasad Dwivedi protested for making Hindi the official language.

• The final manuscript of the constitution of India was the artwork of Beohar Rammanohar Sinha. He always signed his artworks in the Devanagari script to show his love for the language.

• In 1954, a committee was established to give a standard for the basics of Hindi grammar and completed in 1958.

• The Central Hindi Directorate of the Ministry of Education and Culture modified uniformity in language.

• Above all, many writers and poet’s works popularized the Hindi language. Now more than 41% of the Indian population use it in their day to day life.

Hindi Diwas 2019 Activities:

Many institutions exhibit the literary works of notable poets as this day celebration. In addition, many events have been organizing at the school level for promoting the use of the language. For example write a short essay on Hindi Diwas in the Hindi language, Hindi Diwas speech.
Generally, on this day the President of India handovers the award for achievers in different categories in Hindi literature. Besides that, the Ministry of Home Affairs distributes the awards “Rajbhasha Kirti Puraskar” and “Rajbhasha Gaurav Puraskar”.